Making the difficult feel easy

Rethink
Your Refresh
Migrate to a flash storage solution built for business
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Increase performance, consolidate space and
power with Bell Integration and Pure Storage
Pure Storage has positioned as a leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for SolidState Arrays for the last five years in a row. Their enterprise flash storage
solutions are entrusted by many blue chip organisations to deliver mission critical
workloads and provide continuous availability of business applications and data
Our Pure Storage solutions provide our customers with an agile infrastructure that’s
reliable, fast and affordable. As a market leader, Pure’s Flash storage provides workloads
without limits with efficient, intelligently automated storage infrastructures that are
always on, always fast, and easy to manage.

Bell Integration will work with you to assess your requirements and our accredited
consultants will propose a strategy to deploy, migrate, monitor, manage, optimise and
support your Pure Storage solution.
Our processes and tools are designed to ensure your data centre, workloads and
applications are migrated on time and within budget. Our infrastructure management
team will proactively monitor your solution ensuring the health, reliability and
optimisation of your Pure Flash distribution.
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Why Bell Integration

Infrastructure solutions
which exceed expectations

We have over 20 years experience in
planning, deploying, optimising and
managing storage infrastructure. We
provide:
Planning - Through detailed planning and
analysis, customers achieve maximum business
value from their new Pure solution.
Migration - We have delivered hundreds of
infrastructure transformation initiatives on
time, on budget and within scope, with minimal
risk of disruption.

Fixed Price - Fixed Outcome
DC migrations that finish on time
& within budget

Deployment - Ensuring the right solution is
delivered to meet the organisations demands,
balanced against a potentially lower IT budget.
Management, Monitoring & Support - We
provide a single point of contact for any
escalations and help organisations overcome
the complexity of managing a growing number
of infrastructure devices.
Continual Optimisation - We right-size our
customers Pure Storage infrastructure to meet
their needs. Any upgrades are non-invasive
with minimal business disruption and system
downtime.
Patch Management as a Service - We can
ensure your Pure infrastructure is secure,
compliant, up-to-date and running smoothly
End of Life Services - Bell provide cradle to
grave solutions, any redundant storage will be
data wiped and recycled, helping you comply
with government legislation.
From the initial consultation through to
execution, we will provide the skills and
services required to build a Pure Storage
infrastructure that exceeds business
expectations.
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Always On
Seamless transformation projects
that minimise business disruption

24/7
Reliability
Proactive management, monitoring,
automation & support ensuring availability

£
Reduce Costs
Through consolidating & optimising your
DC infrastructure & applications
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